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Across
1. ___ Ness was not an FBI agent
3. Flamingos turn pink from eating ___
5. ___makes up about 8% of your body weight
8. Goodyear ___ is the “official bird” of Redondo 

Beach, Calif.
10. Charlie Brown’s father was a ___
14. Diputseromneve if read backward is even 

more ___
15. ___ heels were originally designed for men
16. St. Augustine FL is the ___ city in US
19. The Spanish___ anthem has no words
20. Tigers have striped ___
22. A camel can drink 25 gallons of water in less 

than 3 ___
23. “Froot Loops” are all the same ___
26. The most widely eaten fruit in America
27. The fire hydrant ___ was lost in a fire
28. Zelensky won Ukraine’s “___ With the Stars” 

2006
30. Riding a roller coaster helps ___ a kidney stone
31. There are 293 ways to make ___ for a dollar
32. Saudi Arabia imports ___ from Australia
34. Montpelier, VT only state ___ without a 

McDonald’s
36. The Bible does not say there were three ___ 

men
37. National ___ of Scotland is the unicorn
38. The name of the dot over the letter ‘i’
40. Montana’s Roe ___ is the shortest (201 feet) in 

the world
45. ___Manilow didn’t write, “I Write the Songs”
46. Country with more pyramids than Egypt
47. Noses & ears get ___ as humans age
48. Cows don’t have upper front ___
51. The fastest healing part of a human body
53. Nicholas Breakspear, the only British ___, 

Adrian IV (1154)
54. The only food that doesn’t spoil
55. Bagpipes were introduced to Scotland by the 

___
59. The only state name with one syllable
62. Zoraster, Blatherkite & Beelzebub, Mark Twain’s 

___
64. The only planet that spins clockwise
65. Number of POTUS born in Virginia
70. “(You Make Me Feel Like) A Natural ___” written 

by Gerry Goffin
71. 2240 pounds equals one ___ ton
72. Fingernails grow faster in ___ weather
73. Steinways have 88
74. An ostrich’s ___ is bigger than its brain
75. Mosquitoes use six micro-needles to ___ blood
76. One minute of kissing can burn 2 to 3 ___

Down
1. The ___ State Building has its own ZIP code
2. Facetious is the only English word to have all ___ in 

order
4. The Venus ___ grows naturally in North Carolina
6. There are 31,536,000 __ in a year
7. The last sense to go when you die
9. The only mammal capable of flight
11. Most people can’t ___ their own elbows
12. Five states don’t have a lottery, one is the “Silver State”
13. Vatican City is the ___ country in the world
17. Country with most lakes in the world
18. Tallest POTUS at 6’ 4”
21. ___ candy was invented by a dentist
24. Koalas aren’t ___, they’re marsupials
25. Cats have four ___ of whiskers
26. A group of ___ is called a fluffle
28. Greenland is part of the Kingdom of ___
29. The king of ___ , the only king without a mustache
30. ___ can’t look up into the sky
33. ___ Moore’s real name is Demetria Gene Guynes
35. Miss Piggy was originally named ___ Lee

37. Three oceans border the US, Atlantic, Pacific, ___
39. The body has 2.5 million ___ pores
41. Not so dumb blonde ___ Mansfield spoke 5 

languages
42. State of Wyoming is named after Pa.’s Wyoming ___
43. It costs 2.1 cents to make one
44. ___ float, but limes sink
46. Spam is a combination of “___” and “ham”
49. Most household dust is from ___ skin cells
50. The ___ of toothpaste on a toothbrush is a nurdle
52. The highest point in PA is ___ than the lowest point 

in CO
56. Butt was a medieval unit of measure for wine ___
57. Hair & ___ grow faster during pregnancy
58. Great Britain refers to England, Scotland & ___
60. DA Henry Wade prosecuted ___ Ruby(1963) & “Jane 

Roe” (1970)
61. Notebooks of Marie ___ are still radioactive
63. The only known fish able to blink with both eyes
66. Capital of Switzerland
67. Number of pecks in a bushel
68. What bar weighs 400 troy ounces
69. You can’t pinch your ___ & hum
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It is not the mountain we conquer, but ourselves.~Edmund Hillary


